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Police Representation to the application to vary the Premises Licence
for ‘43 Park Parade, London, NW10 4JD
I certify that I have considered the application shown above and I wish to
make representations that the likely effect of the grant of the application.
I am of the opinion that the risk to the objectives can be mitigated by removing
the requested variations or attaching conditions to the Licence as shown
below.
.
Officer: Michael Sullivan
PC 368QK Licensing Constable
An officer of the Metropolitan Police, in whose area the premises are situated,
who is authorised for the purposes of exercising its statutory function as a
‘Responsible Authority’ under the Licensing Act 2003.
The application has been made to vary the premises licence under section 34
of the act.
The Police representations are primarily concerned with Protection of Children
from Harm
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The applicant Mr M REICH has submitted an application to
vary his licence to allow the sale of alcohol off the premises as
part of a delivery service using Deliveroo and Ubereats,
however the application makes no reference to how checks to
verify the ages of the person ordering or taking delivery of the
orders will be verified or checked.
The applications schedule refers to conditions the premise
already have as conditions for on sales, but make no
reference to how off sales will be adopted.
Police would need to know what checks the restaurant will
conduct, and how this will be achieved with an external
delivery company.
Deliveroo and Ubereats are a delivery company but I am not
aware that any of their staff are trained in the sale and supply
of alcohol.
It is the responsibility of the licence holder to uphold the
licensing objectives, and he has made no reference as to how
this will be done at the point of sale or when the delivery is
made by either Deliveroo or Ubereats.
I would ask that this application be refused as it has no clear
plan to uphold the licensing objectives and appears that no
thought has been given to how to prevent the possible sale of
alcohol to children.

Yours Sincerely
Michael Sullivan
PC368QK
Brent Police Licensing Team
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